ABSTRACT
We construct a biomechanical model of the forces exerted by the trunk musculature during lifting. Ten trunk muscles are used to describe the trunk's moment generating mechanism. Each lifting task is characterized by the angular kinematics of the torso se well as the total moment generated during the lift.
The forces exerted by the ten-muscle system can be modeled as a ten-dimensional random vector. The muscular force is estimated through the use of electromyography (EMG) and is expressed as a percentage of the muscle's capacity.
The degree of muscle coactivation (correlation) can be high, so it is inappropriate to use independent random variables to model the joint behavior of these EMG measurements. Additionally, the shape of the marginal distributions can be significantly skewed so it is inappropriate to use a normal mult ivariat e distribution,, Production-Scheduling Application.
A simulation model is used to support real-time schedul-ing of a repair shop. Each job entering the shop for repair must pass through the same series of operations.
The operation times are stochastic and nonnormal.
In Other approaches to multivariate input modeling can be based on TES (Transform-Expand-Sample) processes (Jagerman and Melamed 1992a, 1992b; Melamed, Hill, and Goldsman 1992) and ARTA (AutoRegressive To Anything)
processes (Cario and Nelson 1996) . Both methodologies enable the user to specify the autocorrelation function out to an arbitrary lag for a univariate stochastic process with a user-specified marginal distribution, but ARTA processes seem to be substantially easier to use. 
where @i=6~~d~jO~l for i=l,..., v. Unfortunately, the requirement (11) is not guaranteed to hold for every solution of (10); and in some applications of the proposed method for multivariate simulation input modeling, we have observed that (11) fails to hold.
To handle the (relatively rare) anomalous situations in which (11) 
Conditional Marginal Distributions
Consider the specific case where the multivariate distribution is used to model operation times for successive jobs passing through a repair shop. Each job requires the same operations to be performed. Additionally, the operation times associated with a single job are correlated.
Information about the job repairtime distributions is used in a real-time scheduling system. As a result, it is desired to utilize information from partially complete jobs to improve the estimate of remaining work. For example, we seek to determine the conditional probability distribution of the current job's service time for operation k given 
i=l Using transformation (5) and the change-of-variables formula, we see that X(k), the subvector of X consisting of the first k operation times (components) of X, has joint p.d.f.
where Px(k) is a k x 1 subvector consisting of the first k components of px; and @x(k) and mx(~) are the k x k analogues of Elx and ax, respectively. Thus, the conditional p.d.f. of the kth operation time xk given the vector X(k -1) = x(k -1) of the preceding k -1 operation times may be computed as follows,
where the joint p.d.f. fx(k) (.) is evaluated by combining (12), (13), and (14). This expression may be numerically determined and manipulated. Through similar analysis, nearly any measure of the job service time distribution can be accurately estimated using this procedure.
ERGONOMICS APPLICATION
Consider now the ergonomic model of trunk muscle coactivat ivn. The muscle exertion of a random mhject on a particular type of lifting task is modeled as follows:
The sample data set of size n = 230 yielded the marginal moments shown in Table 1 . The corresponding matrix Cx of sample correlations given in Table 2 .
Extracting the "square root" @x of the correlation matrix yields the results shown in Table 3 .
The skewness vector ay and the kurtosis vector by are computed from (6)-(10) as shown in Table 4 .
Finally, we fit each~with the appropriate Johnson distributions as shown in Table 5 .
This model can now be used to generate random vectors that drive a biomechanical simulation model.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper we have developed a method for multivariate simulation input modeling based on the Johnson translation system of probability distributions. The method matches the first four moments and correlation structure of a given set of sample data. The distribution-fitting procedure allows computationally efficient parameter estimation and randomvector generation.
An application to the field of ergonomics illustrates the procedure.
Future work should include a comparison of the proposed method for multivariate simulation input modeling versus the approaches based on TES and ARTA processes.
Moreover, the approach outlined in this paper could be adapted to B6zier distributions; and the results achieved with such an adaptation should be compared to other techniques for fitting multivariate distributions with B6zier marginals.
In the ergonomics application briefly described in this paper, interest ultimately centers on how the tendimensional distribution of trunk-muscle coactivation varies over time. In this context the computational complexity of the parameter-estimation and variategeneration procedures appears to become a dominant consideration. 
